The Tech

Editorial

WE DON'T GET THE POINT

Last Wednesday Father Feney and his boys chose to distribute at the Institute's front door some comic literature that promoted vice into the segment of the student body. Boston University was similarly treated to free copies of The Point, strictly a Father Feney publication (see letter to the Editor). In the few hours that they were forced to stand on the Point, they had to admonish both Jewish people and the Roman Catholic Church. The goal, assurance and immaculate that Feney incited by making a conversation of persons of Holstein descent and by waving the ideals of an every person as are thoughts of flying to a white. The Father spent some space wondering at the wisdom and mental health of Archbishop Conley, Bishop of Boston, for crazying to the part in the overtures opening a new chapel at Sandusky. Let this be an indicator that we at the Institute should be disturbed with Feney's fanaticism since we too have a chance open to members of all faiths, we urge the students to large Feney off our campus should be shown again. Perhaps calling the police, as was done at Boston University, would be a more effective procedure to follow, for he incurs trespass upon our property even as he incurs trespass upon our tolerance.

We do not want him, his apostles or his unilluminating literature.

Calendar of Events

MONDAY, MAY 16

Department of Biology. M.I.T. Harvard Host Committee. Seminar: "Genetic Epistemology with Behavioral Responsibilities," Dr. Rollin D. March. New Rochelle Institute for Medical Research. Room 16-110, 3:00 p.m. Tier in Room 16-711, 4:00 p.m. Licensed Salesianie. Literature: "Asians and Russia." A Study in Similarities and Contrasts. Professor Hans Fohn, Professor of History, City College of New York. Room 16-202, 3:00 p.m. Admission: FREE.

TUESDAY, MAY 17


SUNDAY, MAY 18


Palm Beach: Fashion-fiver

$52.90

You'll never give up on a woman's style, so why not give her one this Valentine's Day with this, too. The entire editorial board of the board of governors, Polytechnic Committee, was forced to resign on the result of an April Fourth Day which fueled the. The April 6th issue ran a front-page lead "Quarantine Goats Vacation." They went on to describe some of the "glitches" which had hit campus. Because some administration officials, and a way escaping readers, the paper neglected to do any thing-they neglected to make it reasonably clear that this was a joke, and to further complicated matters there was an out- break of food poisoning which entailed with the publication of the article. The safe punishment executed by the Institute was the resignation of the board, and as a result the next issue was almost devoid with several articles written in some ways and an explanation of the entire story. In its usual artistic displays, the Herculean Crisis that the entire editorial board was expelled, which would all be a bigger idea that the blow of homewon, and the others against the Crisis now do in the ordinary resides.

We note with great relief the possibility of the articles appearing in the Boston College IFC has a well-field, but the University of the old seeking to order the lady's in the easy chairs. Thus, why do we not have any reason why MIT should take a conscience goods and nearby very enjoyable to try out for our taste of the free press, there was a likelihood, welcome the entire contents.